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Executive Summary

Military Sampling restrictions are still in effect.
All the seagoing team have embarked yesterday evening in La Seyne-sur-Mer and this morning

in Nice on the Tethys II.
The team started MVP transect along a satellite path for altimetry comparisons. Afterwards,

the Tethys II will reposition itself closer to the coast, conduct equipment tests, and get ready
for another satellite transect if allowed by sea state.

Waves forecast still intensify throughout 31st and for the next few days.
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1 Maps interpretation

1.1 AVISO, MOOSE radar and FSLE

AVISO currents, calculated FSLE, and coastal radar show structures similar to those seen in
previous days, with a well-formed North current traveling west nearshore, and retention zone
near (8◦E, 43.1◦N).

1.2 MyOCEAN CHL

Intense cloud cover has prevented a synoptic, regional picture of near-surface chlorophyll since
October 23rd, the most recent clear day.

Next days images should be clearer and allow us to confirm the presence of the local maximum
of Chlorophylle-a corresponding with the retention zone.

1.3 MyOCEAN SST

L3 SST shows a temperature minimum linked with the retention zone.

1.4 AVHRR pseudo-SST

Same pattern as L3 SST is detected by AVHRR data.

1.5 SYMPHONIE model

SYMPHONIE, like the satellite data, shows a nearshore current traveling west throughout the
foreseen study region.

In addition, however, there is a recirculating eddy feature present in the model near the coast
that acts as a retention feature for warm water.

This is juxtaposed to another eddy, similar to the cold-water, enhanced-Chlorophyll retention
zone identified by AVISO-derived FSLE and Okubo-Weiss metrics.

1.6 Mars3D-ECO3M model

According to the model the retention zone followed will be still present this night and seems to
travel SouthWestward with the North current.

1.7 WRF model

1.7.1 Friday 30/10 forecast

Possibly heavy cloud cover in the morning near the Alpes-Maritimes/Var coast, as well as off-
shore. No precipitation is anticipated. Partly cloudy skies continue but begin to clear by late
morning, with some sunshine expected.

Wind: Well-developed North-east winds between the mainland and Corsica. Near the
Varoises coasts and the Cote dâĂŹAzur, primarily east winds, less than 10km/hr. In the Lig-
uria region, East-Northeasterly wind will strengthen in the early afternoon, possibly reaching 50
km/hr and up to 70-80km/hr by late afternoon.

Overnight from Friday to Saturday, winds will continue to strengthen, up to 80 km/hr offshore
with 50km/hr nearshore.

1.7.2 Saturday 31/10 forecast

Dry, sunny conditions with no predicted precipitation.

Wind: The North-easterly winds from the previous evening should persist throughout the day,
reaching maximum velocities of 70km/hr offshore between the mainland and Corsia, around
50/60 km/hr by the coast (along an axis between the Iles du Levant and Cannes).
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1.7.3 Sunday 1/10

Dry conditions persist.
Wind: The North-easterly winds from the previous evening should persist throughout the

day, but start to weaken the evening in the Ligura zone.
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2 Strategy

2.1 Glider

No new instruction was given to the glider, and it continues its journey towards Calvi (42◦

34.12’N, 8 ◦ 45.41’ E, see magenta star on Fig. 1).
Preliminary data from the glider have however arrived. These data suggest that the glider

may be an interesting tool for validating satellite images and foreseeing physical-biochemical
conditions at certain locations. For Example, Figure 2 suggest that the glider entered a surface
chl-a minimum on 28 Oct. before 12:00 that is also visible on MODIS chl-a map from yesterday
(Figure 1, top 50m). This local chl-a minimum at the surface correspond to a lens of slightly
lighter water (Figure 3) constituted from fresher and colder water (not shown).

2.2 Cruise day 1 - Fri. 30

At 10:00, Tethys II have left Nice and have reached T1 at th intersection with the Jason satel-
lite 9 track. This will be followed by an along-track MVP transect (if weather permits) from
T1 to T2. An interesting sampling zone follows the Jason satellite 9 track (near 7.5◦E43.30◦N).
Afterwards, the ship will move inshore towards T3 along the border of ZoneX-24, allowing for
equipment tests with a scheduled arrival time during the night. Subsequently, the ship should
stay by the coast doing MVP or equipment tests because of bad sea state conditions (.

2.3 Cruise day 2 - Sat.31

Along-satellite 429 track sampling, depending upon weather. If needed, the ship will reposition
closer to the coast for further sampling.

2.4 Next few days

The ship will reach the retention zone few days after the glider to perform a MVP sampling.
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Figure 1: Chl from MODIS
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Figure 2: Chl- Glider

Figure 3: Density- Glider
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OSCAHR project webpages

https://www.mio.univ-amu.fr/d̃oglioli/OSCAHR/

Near-real time data are provided by AVISO, NASA-Oceancolor, MyOceans, the MOOSE HF
radar and the output of the numerical models Mars3D-ECO3M, Symphonie and WRF.
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